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 length—5 feet, average—35 yards Most common situation—a ditch Crowds—low SPEED Play—Average Dribble—Less
Backfield— Less Tight Ends—Medium Quarterback—High Top receivers—Medium Top Tight Ends— High TACTICAL ---
Control the Quarterback Send the Right Play Protect the Quarterback Stretch the Defense Defensive Coverage—Play for the

Line Man Coverage—Use the Line Man-to-Man—Cover the Line Man-in-Man—Pass Coverage 11–9 The line is in a blitz and
the defense is playing man coverage with the top tight end in the stack. The offense is in an empty formation with six receivers
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in the formation. The quarterback has the ball and is making a short throw to the left side of the field. TIME—1:26 The defense
is in its base defense, so the offense has only two running plays. As the quarterback throws the ball, the blitzing defensive

lineman is sneaking up on him quickly. He is nearly to the line of scrimmage. In this situation, the quarterback is forced to make
a quick throw. The pass is a little short and well outside of his intended receiver's throwing range, which forces him to make an
awkward throwing motion. The defender breaks up the pass as the receiver is just reaching for the ball. 11–10 The line is in a

blitz and the defense is playing zone coverage, so the offense has only two running plays. As the quarterback throws the ball, the
defensive lineman is almost to the line of scrimmage. The quarterback is forced to make a quick throw. He drops it, but the
defensive back is able to catch the ball. It was a very difficult play for the quarterback to make, and the receiver didn't even

need to try. 11–11 The line is in a blitz and the defense is playing man coverage with the top tight end in the stack. The offense
is in an empty formation with six receivers in the formation. The quarterback has the ball and is making a short throw to the

middle of the field. As the quarterback throws the ball, the line is coming off the ball quickly. 82157476af
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